In this paper, we describe the concept of entity-centric information access for the biomedical domain. With entity recognition technologies approaching acceptable levels of accuracy, we put forward a paradigm of document browsing and searching where the entities of the domain and their relations are explicitly modeled to provide users the possibility of collecting exhaustive information on relations of interest. We describe three working prototypes along these lines: NEW/S/LEAK, which was developed for investigative journalists who need a quick overview of large leaked document collections; STORYFINDER, which is a personalized organizer for information found in web pages that allows adding entities as well as relations, and is capable of personalized information management; and adaptive annotation capabilities of WEBANNO, which is a general-purpose linguistic annotation tool. We will discuss future steps towards the adaptation of these tools to biomedical data, which is subject to a recently started project on biomedical knowledge acquisition. A key difference to other approaches is the centering around the user in a Human-in-the-Loop machine learning approach, where users define and extend categories and enable the system to improve via feedback and interaction.

1 Introduction

Recently, knowledge management as a field faced several challenges. On one hand, sophisticated technologies and standards were developed to support knowledge-based modeling, such as domain ontologies including Disease Ontology, MeSH, and Gene Ontology and the Semantic Web description languages and infrastructures including RDF, OWL, SPARQL and others. On the other hand, the current approaches face three major issues: (1) knowledge bottleneck: resources required for knowledge management such as domain ontologies are not available for many domains and languages; (2) the overall approach of knowledge management did not get widely spread due to the fact that it imposes a large burden on the user, such as annotation or expertise with complex tools such as Protégé; (3) modeling entire domains as large as the medical domain with (English-oriented) knowledge resources does not meet requirements of users, who are mostly specializing in a certain sub-field and also need to operate in their local language.

We propose to reload this traditional heavy-weight top-down knowledge management approach and replace it with a much simpler and practical problem-oriented bottom-up approach. We choose the biomedical domain as the area of interest for our planning. Medical researchers have to process enormous amounts of literature—PubMed adds about half a million papers to its index each year. Literature search and reason-
ing is demanding, because of the need to reveal and maintain many complex relationships between numerous sets of entities. In order to alleviate the efforts of biomedical research related to literature we propose a novel conception to information management based on bottom-up construction of a problem-oriented ontology, called entity graph (EG) in this paper. Entity graphs provide a new tool for medical researchers that (1) help to document relations between biomedical entities in a compact intuitive and interpretable form; (2) generate new relations in a semi-automatic way based on corpus analysis; (3) communicate new biomedical knowledge in a form of an easily interpretable interactive graph and (4) share knowledge and annotations amongst researchers.

2 Related Work

An early conception of a system for personal information management was Memex (Bush, 1945). The proposed design suggested that all documents of a person should be indexed to be easily accessible for consultation and for sharing with other people. Several decades later, the Web and social networks implement this vision yet only partially. According to Davenport (1994), Knowledge Management (KM) is a process of capturing, distributing, and effectively using knowledge. According to Gruber (1995), an ontology is an explicit specification of conceptualization. Studer et al. (1998) defines ontology as a formal, explicit specification of shared conceptualization. Multiple other informal and formal definitions of ontology are presented by Cimiano et al. (2014). Here “conceptualization” is a worldview, a system of conceptions and their relations.

Ontologies can be either general or domain-specific. Today’s content management systems are largely accessed with faceted search, i.e. with taxonomically organized vocabularies forming a semantic facet. Users of the system must learn the vocabulary in order to assign the correct terms to newly ingested documents and to perform effective searches. The Cyc project (Lenat and Guha, 1990) was an early ontology-driven attempt to model world knowledge. Jurisica et al. (1999) presented an overview of using ontologies for information management. Later, knowledge management using ontologies was driven by the Semantic Web vision (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). This eventually led to the Linked Open Data cloud of resources, containing a comprehensive collection of interlinked ontologies. One limiting factor of widespread usage of ontologies is the heavy burden of their manual construction: all concepts, attributes and relations in ontologies are added and updated manually. Moreover, even if suitable ontologies for a target domain exist, they do not come with mechanisms to recognize their concepts in unstructured text, motivating approaches that learn ontologies from text (see Bie mann (2005) and Buitelaar et al. (2005)).

Both EGs and ontologies aim at providing a shared explicit conceptualization of a certain domain. However, there are several important differences between these two resources. First, EGs are task- and/or problem-specific descriptions of a domain, while ontologies are usually designed as generic knowledge representations for a given domain. Ontologies are commonly developed as general-purpose resources that are supposed to model a certain domain without taking into account specific needs of certain application. This leads in practice to the fact that most resources should be specifically tailored to fit the need of the given task, problem or application. Along these lines, Hirst (2014) notes that the worldview captured in ontologies is based on the author of the ontology, not on the user, and the knowledge is not contextualized. We argue that this is one of the key reasons of only moderate success of ontology-based knowledge management after 15 years of development. Our approach will tackle this shortcoming: entity graphs are a knowledge representation tool that is designed to be strictly task-oriented. Such a graph would contain only concepts and relations relevant to the described problem at hand omitting any irrelevant details.

Mind maps (MMs) are visual diagrams that help to organize information about certain topics. Entity graphs have several common aspects with Mind Maps and similar knowledge management structures, such as concept maps and conceptual diagrams (Willis and Miertschin, 2006; Eppler, 2006), but are not confined to a tree structure, hence they are more apt for sharing and bring provenance in documents into the representation.

BEST is a biomedical entity search tool for knowledge discovery from biomedical literature (Lee et al., 2016). Although PubMed (the free public interface to MEDLINE, which provides access to bibliographic information in MEDLINE as
well as additional life science journals) provides a starting point to researchers, it only provides lists of relevant articles, leaving the task of extracting required information to the researchers themselves. Existing context extraction systems have limitations, such as 1) they provide outdated or incomplete results 2) the processing takes longer, and 3) most of them depend on conventional search system structures to return relevant information. BEST is developed to face the challenges of getting relevant documents from biomedical literature publications, addressing most challenges by directly returning ten relevant entities for a user’s query instead of a list of documents. Our approach differs from BEST in many aspects such as 1) instead of relying on existing entity dictionaries, we use a semi-supervised entity recognition system, 2) instead of returning a pre-computed list of (indexed) results, our approach directs the researcher in pinpointing the required information with directed visual exploration, i.e. a guided search, 3) in addition to pre-defined entity types or dictionaries, our approach allows researchers to define their own entity types without the need of advanced pre-processing or text mining knowledge, i.e. adaptive annotation.

Zhang and Elhadad (2013) propose an unsupervised approach for detecting biomedical entities. Instead of hand-crafted rules or annotated dataset, this work first identifies classes of entities based on UMLS semantic groups in order to collect seed terms. Next, they extract chunks in order to automatically determine named entity boundaries. Finally, they use a similarity based approach to automatically group named entities into specific semantic classes. While this approach is beneficial to identify biomedical entities, it has some drawbacks compared to our approach: 1) their approach depends on the collection of seed terms, 2) it assumes that every biomedical document is available at all times.

3 Three Technologies for Entity-Centric Information Access

While we target the biomedical domain, we will describe our previous work on other domains. The entity types might change, but the principles of the entity graph is transferable across domains.

---

5Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is a widely used ontology of biomedical terms available at https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/.

3.1 Adaptively Annotating Entities with WEBANNO

Supervised named entity recognition (NER) systems require a substantial amount of annotated data to achieve high quality performance. We present an interactive and adaptive annotation approach. Instead of using a large sets of general purpose annotation corpora, we focus on specifically collecting high quality sets of in-domain annotations. In a case study for adaptive biomedical entity annotation, we used the automation component of WEBANNO, which is a web-based annotation tool with an online machine learning component (Yimam et al., 2014). Annotations are created in an interactive and incremental approach. The process is interactive in such a way that the tool suggests annotations that can be accepted, rejected or corrected by the annotator, whereby machine learning model gets better in time.

3.2 Case Study: Entity Annotation

We conducted an annotation task for identifying medical entities using WEBANNO automation, which is focused on B-Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL). A medical expert selects domain related abstracts for annotation. Unlike previous approaches, the expert starts annotating texts without prior determination of the entity types. During the annotation process, important entities are identified that could help retrieving relevant documents about B-CLL. In a first step, we annotated five abstracts and use them for training to produce suggestions.

The following entity types are identified throughout the task: CELL, CONDITION, DISORDER, GENE, MOLECULE, PROTEIN, MOLECULAR PATHWAY and SUBSTANCE. We can see the following advantages of the adaptive annotation approach: 1) it makes the annotation task faster by producing correct predictions after annotating only a few number of documents, 2) the process helps the annotator to determine entity types unlike traditional approaches where the types are predefined by experts beforehand. This makes the identification of entity types more complete and robust (see details in Yimam et al., 2016a).

One of the typical relations between biomedical entities describe the cause and effect of diseases. Again, supervised machine learning approaches for automatic relation extraction requires more ef-
For rapid annotation of relations, the relation copy annotator in WEBANNO was used, where relation suggestions are provided as soon as annotators create the first relation annotations. This functionality has the following advantages: a) experts can annotate entities as well as relation annotations at the same time, b) instances of the same entity and relation are automatically suggested for the running document as well as other unfinished documents.

3.3 Collection Insights with NEW/S/LEAK

NEW/S/LEAK is a tool designed to support investigative data journalism by exploring large sets of input documents, typically leaked documents (Yi-mam et al., 2016b). Named entities, such as persons, organizations, and locations, are automatically identified and ranked by importance. A global graph of entities is constructed, which is subsequently used to display high-level interactions among those entities. The tool is intended to guide investigative data journalists, by offering a rich set of possible interactions, among which are: full text search, entity merger or removal, document aggregation using meta-data, and many more.

Journalists, as targeted user group, can browse the document collection using the interactive interface (see Figure 1). It enables faceted document exploration within several views: 1) the graph view shows named entities and their relations, 2) the document timeline view shows document frequency in different epochs, 3) the document view is composed of the document list and a document text for reading, and 4) the metadata views include the search- and history views, which offer different metadata for filtering relevant or irrelevant documents.

The views are interactive, i.e. users can browse and explore the document collection on demand. The user starts with exploring entities and their connections in the graph view or by searching for entities and keywords. All interactions in the views define a filter that constrains the current document set, which in turn changes the displayed information content. User-selected entities are highlighted in the documents.

Graph view: entities and their co-occurrences

The graph view shows a set of entities as nodes and their connections as links. The node size denotes the frequency of an entity, the node color denotes the entity type. The number of shown entities can be set by the user individually for each facet (entity type). The edge thickness and label denotes the size and relation of co-occurrence of the involved entities within the documents.

Document timeline

The document timeline lists the number of documents in a specific epoch. Users can refine their search to see the document distribution over years, months or days.

Document view

The document view shows a list of documents with their heading as selected by the currently active filters. For large document collections, the documents are loaded on demand. The document text view shows the text of the document, where the entities displayed in the graph are highlighted and underlined. The underline color corresponds to the type of entity. Selected entities in the graph are highlighted, which en-
ables a “close reading” mode to verify hypotheses formed in the so-called “distant reading” visualization (Moretti, 2007).

**Metadata, search and history tracing** This view is mainly used to filter documents based on different criteria such as metadata, entities, search terms/key words, etc. The history tracer helps the journalist to modify the search facets.

### 3.4 Personalized Knowledge Management with STORYFINDER

**STORYFINDER** is a toolkit that aims to keep information managed which is found and processed while browsing the web (Remus et al., 2017). The major goal is to organize a personal history of *bits of information* in form of entities and their relations rather than a history of web pages while still being able to find the source of a particular information bit in the respective web pages.

The system consists of three major components (cf. Fig. 2): 1) the Mozilla Firefox browser plugin, which: listens and reacts to a user’s actions; initiates the analysis of a currently visited webpage on the backend server; and provides a side pane view to visualize the collected information; 2) the server backend, which: performs the analysis of a webpage; extracts metadata and stores the information for later access; and 3) the interactive web page, which: provides real-time access to the new information and is embedded in the plugin’s side pane and can be accessed as a regular web page too.

In its current form, **STORYFINDER** is targeted for processing news texts; it automatically extracts named entities and draws an edge in a knowledge graph representation if two distinct entities co-occur in the same sentence (Fig. 3a).

The entities are subsequently highlighted within the current article for better visual appearance (Fig. 3b). The graph, i.e. the entities as nodes and their relations as edges are fully editable (Fig. 3c).

Due to the modular REST architecture regarding the NLP components within the backend server, every automatic component is exchangeable, e.g. in order to automatically identify medical entities such as proteins, we merely need a reliable protein tagger. In order to build such a tagger, annotated data is needed, which calls for an integration with adaptive annotation (Section 3.1).

![Figure 2: Schema of STORYFINDER’s components: The browser plugin, the server backend, and the interactive web page.](image)

- (a) The entity ‘Philipp Lahm’ is selected, other nodes and edges are grayed out except direct neighboring edges and nodes. Additionally an edge is hovered (rightmost thick edge).

- (b) Screenshot of the default STORYFINDER plugin view. A currently visited webpage is analyzed, and the extracted entities are highlighted in an overlay. Entities are rendered in a graph together with their relations in the STORYFINDER webpage, which is shown in a side pane of the browser.

- (c) Manually adding entities of arbitrary kind can be accomplished via the plugin by right clicking any term or phrase.

**4 Towards Information Management with Human-in-the-Loop**

Within our newly started project, we will implement a prototype that uses the entity graph representation as the primary means for visualizing and
accessing biomedical research documents, integrating elements from prototypes described above. Key to the approach is to think the user in the center of the process and offer the user an adaptive ML environment (Holzinger, 2016; Holzinger et al., 2017) where manual effort in terms of annotating entities or classifying relations immediately pays off in an improved representation in the EG. To exemplify how this could look like, Figure 4 shows an example from leukemia research. Entities and their relations have been annotated and semi-automatically recognized in a personal collection of MEDLINE papers (Yimam et al., 2016a). Interacting with the network allows to find respective documents.

With these actions, the biomedical researcher can utilize the entity graph as a visually supportive notepad. Note that this goes well beyond a traditional notepad since collections of properties of entities usually do not get linked, and this also goes well beyond creativity tools such as e.g. mind maps, since it does not only displays concepts, but facilitates linking to source documents. Note further that while automatic methods aid the process, the biomedical researcher is in full control of the entity graph and can correct errors in the automatic processing in case they are relevant for the question of investigation.

Last, but not least, the individual entity graphs can be merged into a global structure by sharing among researchers. Thus in our approach, the conceptualization of a domain will be modeled from BOTTOM-UP, and not from TOP-DOWN as in the traditional knowledge management approach. Therefore, collaborative efforts of the crowd will lead to construction of a global entity graph of a domain in an incremental and problem-driven way. The global graph can be used to softly suggest edge annotations while a user constructs a new graph, making the overall process of entity graph construction backed up by a huge global entity graph, which has provenance information (i.e. who has entered information, based on which document) for mutual understanding. The global graph can also incorporate information from resources, such as MeSH, Gene and Disease Ontology. Challenges in the adaptation include a high-quality tagging of biomedical entities, preprocessing such as dependency parsing for relevant languages, the design of the user interface and a responsive online-adaptive machine learning model.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a new schema for entity-centric information extraction and -access for biomedical entities. We highlighted current drawbacks and new challenges, and presented existing tools for information extraction (WEBANNO), visualization and navigation (NEW/S/LEAK), and personalized information and knowledge management (STORYFINDER), which all together can be combined, adapted, and re-focused in order to provide a data driven, bottom-up, conceptualization approach. Here, the Human-in-the-Loop is an integral component, where not only the machine learning models for information extraction are supported and improved by users over time, the final entity graph becomes larger, cleaner, more precise and thus more usable for the users.
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